BOUNDARY TREATMENTS
B01 Brick Garden Wall and Railing 1.2m (rising to 1.4 around bin stores)
B02 Partition timber close board fence 1.8m
B03 Brick Wall Boundary (2.1m) with trellis (0.4m) [2.1mClose
board secure gate gate where indicated]
B04 2.1m Communal Access Pedestrian Security Gate [Note where in relation to existing block gate only without security features]
B05 1.2m Steel railing & gates
Granville point
01. Car park and green space rearranged to improve
surveillance
02. Secondary route from tower closed off using railing and
defensive planting - single access point for cars and pedestrians
03. Addition of 0.7m high hedge buffer to edge of block
04. Defensive planting around perimeter of car park to deter
climbing over walls
05. Addition of window in facade of adjoining house to improve
natural surveillance
06. Existing allotment boundary gate replaced by more secure
steel railing gate with padlock
07. Existing allotment chainlink fence boundary replaced by 1.8m
timber fence

Harpenmeade point
01. Depth of access to communal amenity space reduced
02. Secondary route from tower closed off using railing and
defensive planting - single access point for cars and
pedestrians
03. Addition of 0.7m high hedge buffer to edge of block
04. Defensive planting around perimeter of car park to deter
climbing over walls
05. Layout of parking simplified to improve surveillance from
building

The Close
01. moving of the boundary
fence away from existing
light columns to prevent
climbing - addition of
defensive planting

B06 Site boundary close board fence 2.1m + 0.4m trellis
B07 Brick retaining wall up to 0.6m (intermittent seating edge)
B08 Access point to neighbouring areas
B09 Vehicle Security gates
B10 1.8m secure railing
B11 Hedge planting
B12 Buffer planting
B13 Defensive planting
B14 Railing gate to neighbouring allotment
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Mountfield
01. Secure pedestrian gate
to side of block
02. Defensive planting to
rear of car parking areas

Templewood Point
01. Route around side of tower closed off
using railing and defensive planting. Two
access points for pedestrians and one for
vehicles
02. Addition of 0.7m high hedge buffer to
edge of block
03. Defensive planting around perimeter of
car park to deter climbing over walls

0

Revision:
Additional secure boundary
at mouth of car park - Vehicle
security gates with additional
railing to cover opening.

Revision:
2.1m timber
fence + 0.4m
trellis to edge of
Athena &
Aphrodite Court
Existing Access to Crewes Road
- Addition of defensive planting strip
along railing

Granville Road
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standard notes
1. Do not scale this drawing.
2. All dimensions must be checked on site and any
discrepancies verified with the architect.
3. Unless shown otherwise, all dimensions are to
structural surfaces.

THIS IS NOT A CONSTRUCTION DRAWING, IT IS
UNSUITABLE FOR THE PURPOSE OF CONSTRUCTION
AND MUST ON NO ACCOUNT BE USED AS SUCH.

drawing notes

NOTE Extent of retaining structures
indicative, yet to be determined

revisions

P1 16.05.14 First issue - Incorporating SBD
comments
P2 04.06.2014 Issue for preliminary costing.
P3 18.06.2014 Issue for costing
P4 23.06.2014 Issue to client
P5 26.06.2014 Planning Issue
P6 14.08.2014 Final Planning Issue
P7 02.12.2014 SBD planning Comments
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